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Summary

Genomes contain evidence for the history of life and furthermore

contain evidence for lateral gene transfer, which was an important

part of that history. The geological record also contains evidence for
the history of life, and newer findings indicates that the Earth’s

oceans were largely anoxic and highly sulfidic up until about 0.6

billion years ago. Eukaryotes, which fossil data indicate to have been

in existence for at least 1.5 billion years, must have therefore spent
much of their evolutionary history in oxygen-poor and sulfide-rich

environments. Many eukaryotes still inhabit such environments

today. Among eukaryotes, organelles also contain evidence for the

history of life and have preserved abundant traces of their anaerobic
past in the form of energy metabolic pathways. New views of

eukaryote phylogeny suggest that fungi may be among the earliest-

branching eukaryotes. From the standpoint of the fungal feeding

habit (osmotrophy rather than phagotrophy) and from the standpoint
of the diversity in their ATP-producing pathways, a eukaryotic tree

with fungi first would make sense. Because of lateral gene transfer

and endosymbiosis, branches in the tree of genomes intermingle and
occasionally fuse, but the overall contours of cell history nonetheless

seem sketchable and roughly correlateable with geological time.
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INTRODUCTION

In an ideal world, the analysis of genome sequences would

have fully uncovered the history of life by now. But as it

stands, genome sequencing has mostly uncovered that humans

can efficiently sequence genomes. Ten years ago, many

imagined that a golden age of molecular evolution would

emerge from genomics—an era of genome phylogenies in

which the position of all organisms great and small was fully

resolved in a unified tree of evolutionary history. In an ideal

world, the genes of all genomes would be related by one and

the same bifurcating process, combining all these genes into

one grand alignment would produce the ultimate tree,

biology’s key to the past, a genome-enabled-time machine.

That tree would have resolved all the branches and issues

about which evolutionary biologists and systematists had ever

quibbled. It would have put all organisms with a sequenced

genome in their proper place in the larger scheme of things and

would have allowed biologists to go about the enjoyable

business of mapping out the evolution of morphological and

biochemical characters among those lineages.

But genomes have not uncovered an ideal world. They have

uncovered abundant evidence for horizontal gene transfer

among prokaryotes (1) and they have uncovered abundant

evidence for chimaerism in eukaryotes (1 – 3). Eukaryotes

possess a mixture of genes, some of which clearly reflect a

eubacterial ancestry, some of which clearly reflect an archae-

bacterial ancestry. Various eubacteria and archaebacteria also

possess mixtures of genes that they have acquired and passed

on both to their progeny and to various casual acquaintances

from distant prokaryotic taxa via horizontal gene transfer. All

genomes studied contain substantial numbers of genes which

lack easily identifiable homologues among other lineages;

these might be lineage-specific gene inventions, or fast-

evolving genes that have simply lost the trace of their origin,

or both.

Putting specific numbers on the amount of lateral gene

transfer (LGT) that has occurred in the evolution of individual

prokarytic genomes is no easy matter. Case studies suggest

that the fraction of horizontally transferred genes in genomes

is substantial (1 – 6), estimates reaching up to 30% in some

cases (7) or even more (3). At the same time, phylogeneticists
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are warning that many claims for horizontal gene transfer may

largely reflect our inability to properly reconstruct the

evolution of genes (8), or our poor sampling of critical

lineages (1, 9), or both (10). Notwithstanding the difficulties of

properly quantifying it, LGT does exist.

Although LGT does not dash all hopes of piecing together

life’s early history, it does make the puzzle of cell evolution

much more difficult to reconstruct from the standpoint of

genomes. But that is not completely bad news. It is also good

news for biologists, because it makes it all the more important

to look for independent evidence for life’s history, for example

in the geological record in the form of fossils or isotopic

evidence. Among the eukaryotes, it also prompts the search to

identify major endosymbiotic events that can help to define

assemblages of related cell lineages (and their ancestor cell

lineages).

The purpose of this paper is to link up various kinds of

mutually consistent evidence for early cell evolution in such a

way as to present a general schematic view of life’s unicellular

history. Many might think that the ‘universal’ rRNA tree

already does that, but the rRNA tree describes the evolution

of only one gene and therefore cannot accomodate or depict

LGT. Furthermore the rRNA tree is a strictly bifurcating tree,

yet the evolution of eukaryotes entails the symbiotic origins of

mitochondria and of plastids (both primary and secondary).

In endosymbiosis, two distinct branches in the tree of lineages

unite into a fundamentally novel, bipartite cell lineage. In

other words, endosymbiosis involves the origin of novel taxa

at higher level via the combinatorial union of cell lineages

rather than via divergence—Darwin envisaged nothing of the

sort. Even though the nuclear chromosomes of eukaryotes

contain contributions from both host and endosymbiont

lineages and even though the eukaryotes thus sit simulta-

neously on the eubacterial (mitochondrial) and archaebacter-

ial (host) branches of the tree of cell lineages (1), most trees

depicting the relatedness of cell lineages are drawn with

bifurcating lines. Graphic depictions of life’s history should

explicitly reflect endosymbiotic processes and they should have

some connection to the geological time scale, including major

geochemical phases in terms of oxygen levels and the like.

Prokaryotes Early

The Earth is 4.5 billion years old and the ocean had

condensed by *4.4 Ga (billion years before present) (11). Life

arose on Earth by *3.8 Ga, because carbon isotope data

provide evidence for biological CO2-fixation in sedimentary

rocks of that age (12 – 14). Recent criticism has been launched

at some of the carbon isotope data from sediments at 3.8 Ga

(15), but microprobe studies of such materials (14) are still

accepted as indicating biological CO2 fixation at 3.8 Ga (15).

Microbial communities at hydrothermal vents existed by at

least 3.2 Ga (16).

By about 2.7 Ga, prokaryotic communities were beginning

to look very similar to many modern prokaryotic communities

in terms of carbon and sulfur cycles (12, 17 – 19). This includes

the isotopic trace of methanogenesis and methanotrophy by

2.7 Ga, suggesting that both methanogens (archaebacteria)

and methanotrophs (a-proteobacteria, but possibly also

including other groups (20)) were present at that time (19).

Stromatolites, preserved microbial mats deposited by photo-

synthetic prokaryotes, were present as early as 3.5 Ga and

have a more or less continuous record to the present (21).

Such evidence indicates that most of the biochemical

pathways that drive modern prokaryotic carbon, sulfur and

nitrogen cycles were in place by as early as 3.5 Ga, by 2.7 Ga

at the latest (12, 19). Accordingly, it seems reasonable to

assume that major lineages of eubacteria and archaebacteria

were present and well-diversified by that time.

Oxygen Late and Surprising Sulfide

The Earth’s early atmosphere contained either no O2 at all

or only very minor trace amounts. Today’s O2 stems from

oxygenic photosynthesis in cyanobacteria and plastids (22).

The time at which O2 production in the oceans began—that is,

the time of the origin of oxygenic photosynthesis—is

uncertain. The abundance of ultra-light organic carbon

bearing the isotope signature of methanotrophy (an oxygen-

dependent pathway in eubacteria) and the study of microbial

communities strongly indicates that oxygen was available at

least as early as 2.7 Ga (23), consistent with evidence from

cyanobacterial biomarkers at 2.7 Ga (24). Evidence from

carbon cycles suggests that global oxygen production has been

constant within an order of magnitude over the last 3.5 Ga

(12). Overall, it seems safe to surmize that oxygen production

in the oceans (hence the origin of cyanobacteria) occurred at

least by 2.7 and possibly as early as 3.5 Ga. It also seems safe

to assume that as soon as oxygen was available in the oceans,

prokaryotes immediately discovered ways to utilize its power

as an electron acceptor.

Various lines of geochemical evidence suggest that oxygen

did not start accumulating in the atmosphere until about 2

billion years ago, at which point atmospheric O2 rose sharply

from 5 1% of present atmospheric levels (PAL) to about 15%

PAL during a small window of time from 2.2 to 2.1 Ga (12,

25 – 28). The sulfur isotope record and carbon deposition rates

suggest that a second sharp rise in atmospheric O2 approach-

ing present levels occurred around *0.6 Ga (29). But during

the time from 2.2 to *0.6 Ga, where atmospheric oxygen

levels were about 15% PAL, deep ocean water was, according

to newer findings, still anoxic and furthermore highly sulfidic

(30, 31). That is, it contained no oxygen and high levels of

sulfide as HS– /H2S. The evidence for this stems from stable

sulfur isotope studies that reveal high activities of marine

biological sulfate reduction—which produces sulfide—during

that time (31).

Taken together, that evidence suggests (i) that cyanobac-

teria existed by at least 2.7 Ga, (ii) that there was little oxygen

in the atmosphere or ocean before 2.2 Ga, (iii) that between
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2.1 Ga and 0.6 Ga there was roughly 15% PAL O2 in the

atmosphere but none in deep ocean water, which was

furthermore rich in sulfide, (iv) and that at *0.6 Ga O2 levels

in the atmosphere and deep ocean water approached present

levels. That means that the eukaryotic lineage, which arose

well before 0.6 Ga, underwent the brunt of its diversification in

a largely anoxic and sulfidic world.

Eukaryotes: Younger Than Prokaryotes

There is no consensus among biologists concerning the

position of the eukaryotes in the overall scheme of cell

evolution (1). Current opinions on the origin/position of

eukaryotes span a broad spectrum including the views (i) that

eukaryotes arose first in evolution and that prokaryotes

descend from them (32), (ii) that eukaryotes arose contempor-

aneously with eubacteria and archaebacteria and hence

represent a primary line of descent of equal age and rank as

the prokaryotes (33), (iii) that eukaryotes arose through a

symbiotic event entailing an endosymbiotic origin of the

nucleus (34 – 37), (iv) that eukaryotes arose without endosym-

biosis (38), (v) that eukaryotes arose through a symbiotic event

entailing a simultaneous endosymbiotic origin of the flagellum

and the nucleus (39), in addition to other models summarized

elsewhere (40). Here, a minority view on the place of

eukaryotes in the overall scheme of things will be discussed,

without devoting attention to the many alternative models, all

of which have their virtues and to which the interested reader

is referred.

When linking up prokaryotes and eukaryotes in a common

picture of cell evolution, something always came prior and

something came before that, etc., such that in order to have a

complete picture (regardless of whether it is correct or not) one

eventually has to start at the origin of life (but not dwell on it

too long). A case can be marshalled for the view that life arose

autotrophically in naturally forming compartments made of

FeS precipitates at the bottom of the Hadean ocean (41).

Under that view, the first cells were chemolithoautotrophs

who satisfied their carbon needs through CO2 alone and who

satisfied their energy needs through redox reactions involving

environmentally available inorganic donors and acceptors

such as H2, CO2, CO, HS– , and metal ions (42).

The view of ‘autotrophic origins’ was initially formulated

on the basis of the concept that the reductive citric acid cycle

was the first biochemical pathway and that the origin of

metabolism involved pyrite (FeS2) formation (43). However,

some proponents of autotrophic origins now favour the view

that the linear acetyl-CoA pathway of CO2 fixation may have

preceded all other CO2 fixation pathways (43, 44). This is

because the acetyl-CoA (or Wood-Ljungdahl) pathway is

chemically quite simple, because it has very favourable

thermodynamics towards CO2 fixation, and because its

catalysis is mediated largely by mineral components (FeS

and FeNiS clusters) in a single bifunctional enzyme: carbon

monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl-CoA synthase (43, 45). In

addition, acetyl-methylsulfide, an energy-rich thioester and

analog of acetyl-CoA, can be synthesized from carbon

monoxide and methylsulfide at 4 4% yields in the lab

overnight in the presence of FeS and NiS without enzymes

(46), implicating a role of reactions analogous to that

catalyzed by acetyl-CoA synthase in primordial biochemistry.

Under the view of autotrophic origins, the heterotrophic

lifestyle of microbes had to arise later than the autotrophic

lifestyle, because without preexisting autotrophs to produce

ample reduced organic compounds, heterotrophs cannot

survive. All eukaryotes are ancestrally heterotrophs, they gain

their energy through the oxidative breakdown of reduced

carbon compounds (for example carbohydrates) that they

obtain from the environment. Thus, under any scheme of cell

evolution embracing autotrophic origins, eukaryotes have to

postdate prokaryotes in origin (42, 47). But postdate by how

much? If prokaryotes arose by at least 3.5 Ga, then what does

the geological record say about the age of eukaryotes?

By about 1.5 Ga acritarchs become reasonably abundant,

fossil unicellular organisms that are almost certainly eukar-

yotes (48) and probably algae by virtue of an easily preserved

cell wall. By 1.2 Ga, very well-preserved multicellular red algae

appear (49). Evidence of this type is accepted by most—but

not by all (38)—as indicating that eukaryotes are at least 1.5

billion years old and that the diversification of the red algal

lineage (which is not the most ancient lineage of algae) into

multicellular forms occurred at least 1.2 billion years ago.

There have been reports of more ancient remains claimed to

be eukaryotes, but they are often viewed with skepsis (38, 42).

For example the filamentous fossil Grypania occurs at 2.1 Ga

(50), but it could just as easily be a filamentous prokaryote as a

filamentous eukaryote, because the cellular structure of the

material is not preserved. This is in contrast to Bangiomorpha

at 1.2 Ga (49), the large-celled, truly multicellular structure of

which is strikingly preserved. Steranes were recently found in

2.7 Ga sediments and it was claimed that these biomarkers

provide evidence for the existence of eukaryotes at that time

(51). But several groups of prokaryotes including methano-

trophic a-proteobacteria (52), myxobacteria (53), and cyano-

bacteria (54) make the same kinds of compounds (for example

cholesterol) claimed to be eukaryote-specific, such that the

sterane evidence appears to document biochemically diverse

prokaryotes, rather than the existence of eukaryotes.

In sum, there is convincing evidence that eukaryotes

(probably algae) were in existence by 1.5 Ga, and that

multicellular red algae existed by 1.2 Ga. Since the origin of

algae entails the origin of plastids from cyanobacteria, and

since the host that acquired plastids possessed mitochondria,

the origin of mitochondria should be sought well before 1.2

Ga and somewhere before 1.5 Ga.

Eukaryotes and Mitochondria: Origins in Anaerobic Times

The evidence summarized above indicates that deep ocean

water was anoxic and sulfidic up until about 0.6 Ga and and
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that the origin of mitochondria dates back to at least 1.5 Ga.

Therefore, mitochondria must have arisen in a global setting

where marine oxygen levels were extremely low and sulfide

levels were high. Furthermore, the first *1 billion years (at

least) of eukaryote diversification occurred in a marine

environment marked by low oxygen, widespread anoxia and

high sulfide. It is therefore not surprising that many

eukaryotes still thrive today in anaerobic environments (55),

some of which, such as marine sediments, are also sulfide-rich

(56). On the basis of their ATP-synthesizing pathways,

modern anaerobic eukaryotes can be divided into three

unnatural groups: those that possess anaerobically functioning

mitochondria (57), the so-called Type II eukaryotes which

synthesize ATP in hydrogenosomes, and the so-called Type I

eukaryotes which possess neither typical mitochondria nor

hydrogenosomes and synthesize all of their ATP in the cytosol

(58 – 60).

It was once thought that parasitic eukaryotes such as the

microsporidians (61) or Type I eukaryotes such as the

diplomonad Giardia lamblia (62), which gain ATP without

the help of mitochondria or hydrogenosomes, might be the

most ancient among contemporary groups and that they might

have never possessed a mitochondrion at all. But starting

about 1995, numerous studies revealed eukaryotes that lack

mitochondria to have possessed a mitochondrion in their

evolutionary past (reviewed in 63 – 65), or to even still possess

a long-overlooked, highly reduced remnant mitochondrion

with no apparent function in ATP synthesis called a mitosome

(66, 67). Accordingly, it seems that mitochondria are as

ancient as eukaryotes themselves and that the loss of

mitochondria has occurred many times independently in

various eukaryotic lineages (10, 60, 63 – 65).

Hydrogenosomes—the double-membrane bounded, H2-

producing and ATP-producing organelles of various anaero-

bic eukaryotes (10, 40, 55, 58, 68, 69)—figure prominently in

understanding early eukaryotic history. Hydrogenosomes are

specifically suited to eukaryotic life in anaerobic environments

and they harbour many O2-sensitive enzymes such as

pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase, [Fe]-hydrogenase and

pyruvate-formate lyase (10, 70 – 73). Hydrogenosomes occur

in at least four highly disparate groups of eukaryotes—

trichomonads, ciliates, amoeboflagellates, and chytridiomy-

cete fungi (59)—and are now known to be anaerobic forms of

mitochondria (10, 40, 59, 69). The evolutionary significance of

hydrogenosomes is evident: they bridge the gap between ATP

synthesis in aerobic and anaerobic eukaryotes, because they

contain enzymes common both to mitochondria and to

cytosolic ATP synthesis in Type I eukaryotes (57, 60).

Hydrogenosomes forge a biochemical link between the largely

anaerobic ancient phases of eukaryotic history and the more

recent past—the last 600 million years—during which time

aerobic niches have become more widespread and anaerobic

environments (for example sediments) have become more

restricted. A model that specifically accounts for the common

origin of mitochondria and hydrogenosomes from a single

(facultatively anaerobic) eubacterial ancestor, that specifically

predicts no eukaryote to be primarily amitochondriate, that

specifically accounts for the origin of heterotrophy in

eukaryotes, and that specifically accounts for anaerobic

mitochondria (57) has been presented elsewhere (60), also in

sufficient detail as to account for an endogenous origin of the

nucleus subsequent to the origin of mitochondria (42).

Alternative models for the origins of eukaryotes mentioned

above are designed to account for other things.

Eukaryote Phylogeny: a Tree Turned Upside Down

Traditional views of eukaryote phylogeny are based in the

classical rRNA tree, which depicts various anaerobic and

amitochondriate eukaryotes branching deeply and the ani-

mals, fungi and plants emerging as the latest lineages of

eukaryotic evolution—but that view is now outdated. Newer

investigations of many genes (rather than just a single gene)

are uncovering evidence for the existence of a relatively small

number of major eukaryotic lineages. These include well-

recognized groups such as plants with primary plastids,

animals, and fungi, but also including new and surprising

groups, sometimes with unfamiliar names such as excavates,

amoebozoa, opisthokonts, chromalveolates and the like (38,

63, 64, 74 – 78).

Those are exciting developments. But perhaps more

important in the overall scheme of things than the sorting

out of ‘who belongs where’ in terms of groupings is the

position of the root in the eukaryotic tree, that is, the question

of which lineages of eukaryotes might be the oldest. Because of

the way that phylogeny algorithms work, the rRNA tree seems

to have consistently produced a severe artefact with regard to

the placement of the root. This is mainly because when

eukaryote rRNA sequences are linked up to prokaryote rRNA

sequences in the same tree, the outgroup (prokaryote) branch

will tend to fall among the longest eukaryote branches,

regardless of whether those long-branched sequences are the

most ancient or whether they are simply the most different (63,

64).

New evidence from the study of a particular gene fusion

involving dihydrofolate reductase and thymidylate kinase that

is found only among some eukaryotes, has strongly suggested

that the root in the eukaryotic tree lies on or very near the

branch that separates animals and fungi from all other

eukaryotes (75). This rooting is highly compatible with the

new handful of perhaps six eukaryotic ‘supergroups’ that are

currently emerging from multi-gene phylogenies (76).

Fungi First Would Make Sense

From the standpoint of energy metabolism, and beyond the

strength of the gene fusion data itself, the rooting of

Stechmann and Cavalier-Smith (75), or ‘opisthokont root’ is

very attractive, because it would implicate the fungi as one of

the most ancient eukaryotic lineages (opisthokonts is a term
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coined by Cavalier-Smith to designate the group comprising

animals and fungi on the basis of locomotion in unicellular

stages). Compared to prokaryotes, eukaryotes have only a

miniscule diversity of core energy metabolic pathways for

sustained ATP-synthesis. But on the basis of available data, it

seems that fungi have the broadest energy metabolic

(physiological) diversity of any eukaryotic group. The fungi

encompass many species with typical aerobic mitochondria,

species with anaerobic mitochondria that can perform nitrite

respiration (79), species with hydrogenosomes (72, 73, 80, 81),

species that can perform a hitherto unique feat among

eukaryotes called ammonia fermentation (82), groups with

extremely reduced mitochondria (67), and groups that perform

methylotrophy, that is, they can live from methanol as their

sole carbon and energy source (83), something no other

eukaryotes to the authors’ knowledge can.

Furthermore, the fungi as a group are osmotrophs, not

phagotrophs. They take up their nourishment with the help of

membrane-localized importers, just like phagotrophs do, but

they do not phagocytose large particles as food vacuoles. The

digestion enzymes that phagocytotic eukaryotes excrete into

food vacuoles, fungi excrete into their environment. The

importers that phagocytotic eukaryotes use to import digest

from food vacuoles reside on the plasma membrane in fungi. It

is conceivable that the fungi as a group could have diverged

from the main stem of eukaryotic evolution before proper

phagocytosis had evolved. That notion is not likely to become

popular, because most biologists still tend firmly towards the

view that phagocytosis was a prerequisite for the origin of

mitochondria, a view that is however founded more in

tradition than in evidence. Examples of prokaryotic endo-

symbionts that live within prokaryotic hosts incapable of

proper phagocytosis are known (84). By analogy, the origin of

mitochondria need not have absolutely demanded phagocy-

tosis of its host.

Regardless of how eukaryotes arose and which group is the

most ancient, available evidence suggests that both the

presence of a nucleus and the presence of a mitochondrial

endosymbiont, which in some cases may be highly reduced or

possibly lost altogether, are defining features of eukaryotes

(38, 85). Furthermore, available evidence indicates that

mitochondria arose only once in evolution (74, 86). In view

of the hefty number of unicellular organisms that have ever

lived, the origin of mitochondria was an unspeakably rare

event.

Origins of Plastids, Primary and Secondary

Chloroplasts arose from cyanobacteria through primary

endosymbiosis and available evidence indicates that their

origin, too, was a singular event in evolution (87 – 89),

followed by a still uncertain number (between two and seven)

of secondary endosymbiotic events in which a eukaryotic host

engulfed a eukaryotic alga (89 – 95). Molecular phylogenetic

studies have yet to link plastids robustly with any particular

group of contemporary cyanobacteria, although genome-

based study suggested that the heterocyst-forming cyanobac-

terium Nostoc might share more overall similarity to the

ancestor of plastids than the unicellular cyanobacterium

Synechocystis PCC 6803 or the prochlorophyte Prochlorococ-

cus (96). But with only three cyanobacterial genomes in that

comparison, there is unlimited room for additional taxon

sampling among cyanobacterial genomes.

Contemporary chloroplast genomes encode between 60 –

200 proteins in various photosynthetic lineages and have thus

undergone a process of severe genome reduction during the

course of endosymbiosis, because contemporary cyanobacter-

ia encode several thousand proteins. But plastids contain

roughly just as many proteins as their free-living cyanobacter-

ial cousins, recent estimates suggesting that about 3000

proteins in higher plants are targeted to plastids (97). Many

gene transfers to the nucleus have occurred during plastid

evolution. Current estimates indicate that about 4500 genes in

the Arabidopsis genome come from cyanobacteria in the form

of transfers from the ancestral plastid genome (96). This

amounts to about 18% of the nuclear-encoded proteins in the

Arabidopsis genome—a significant contribution from the

organelle to the nuclear genetic makeup of higher plants.

Genes are also transferred from plastids to the nucleus during

the course of secondary endosymbiosis (98). Dramatic new

findings have directly demonstrated the process of gene

transfer from plastids to the nucleus in greenhouse crosses

with transgenic tobacco (99), revealing that the mechanism of

gene transfer from organelles to the nucleus involves direct

transfer and chromosomal integration of bulk DNA rather

than cDNA intermediates as was once thought.

The number of different secondary symbiotic events that

occurred during plastid evolution is an important but yet

unresolved issue. At the focus of much debate is the concept of

the chromalveolates (92, 100, 101), a group that unites

seemingly disparate algal lineages by virtue of their supposed

common ancestry from one and the same secondary endo-

symbiotic event involving a red algal plastid. Among the

chromalveolates are the apicomplexans, whose plastids clearly

appear to stem from red algae on the basis of plastid genome

data (87, 89), though other evidence hints towards a green

algal ancestry (94, 102), which would not mesh with the

chromalveolates being a natural group. Whether or not the

chromalveolates hold will have a large influence on the

number of secondary endosymbioses that we need to assume

to have occurred in protist evolution.

The fossil evidence mentioned in earlier passages suggests

that the primary symbiosis which gave rise to algae (hence

plastids) occured well before 1.2 Ga, perhaps some 1.5 billion

years ago. An interesting aspect of the opisthokont-rooted

eukaryotic tree (75) is that it does not demand any prolonged

phase of extensive eukaryotic lineage-diversification between

the origins of mitochondria and the origins of plastids. The

origins of these organelles could conceivably have followed
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each other in relatively rapid succession. Accordingly, the

origins of mitochondria predate the origins of plastids, but

possibly not by much, such that mitochondria (and eukar-

yotes) might be about 2 billion years old, which is compatible

with molecular clock estimates (2).

Low Oxygen and High Sulfide up to 600 Million Years
Ago: the Major Consequences

In a recent review, Anbar and Knoll (31) pointed out one

possible consequence that the evidence for anoxic and sulfidic

oceans would have had upon eukaryotic diversity. Their case

was that high sulfide up until *0.6 Ga would have kept

marine concentrations of certain metal ions such as iron and

molybdenum very low. This, in turn (so goes the argument),

could ultimately limit algal diversification by hampering

prokaryotic nitrogen fixation, which requires these metals in

order to operate. By this reasoning, one could account for low

levels of eukaryotic microfossil diversity observed prior to *1

Ga. Although the argument of Anbar and Knoll (31) is not

fundamentally flawed, it probably misses the main point.

It is true that iron can limit cyanobacterial biomass in the

oceans (103). But from the standpoint of eukaryotic microbial

physiology, the main consequence of anoxic and sulfidic

oceans would not have been the gradual problem of dealing

with low nitrogen availability (slow starvation). Rather,

eukaryotes would have seen themselves faced with the

immediate and (for aerobes) life-threatening problem of

dealing with recurrent or permanent anoxia and sulfide

(asphyxia and poisoning) on a daily basis for over half a

billion years. The major consequences from this simple

consideration are threefold.

First, in that anoxic world, anaerobic energy metabolism in

mitochondrion-containing cells would have been a prerequi-

site for survival, an absolute must, a conditio sine qua non. The

consequence is that ancestral eukaryotes must have possessed

enzymes for sustained ATP synthesis under anoxic conditions.

Accordingly, it would hardly be surprising to find the trace of

that ancestral anaerobic energy metabolism in mitochondrion-

or hydrogenosome-bearing cells today, particularly in such

lineages as inhabit anaerobic niches. Indeed, such anaerobic

biochemistry is abundant among eukaryotes (55 – 60). Our

argument (40, 57, 60) has been—and remains—that the fabric

of that anaerobic biochemistry almost certainly represents a

holdover from the ancestral eukaryotic state (facultatively

anaerobic; in this specifc case: possessing a respiratory chain

and capable of anaerobic fermentations). Importantly, the

presence of anaerobic energy metabolism in ancestral mito-

chondria in no way excludes the presence of a respiratory

chain in addition. We are often misunderstood on this point.

The hydrogen hypothesis posits that the initial symbiosis

between the ancestor of mitochondria and its host was

mediated by anaerobic syntrophy based upon the ability of

the symbiont to produce molecular hydrogen under anaerobic

conditions, but (obviously) also suggests that the ancestral

mitochondrion was also able to respire oxygen (60). The

inference from that premise as it regards the symbiont is that

the common ancestor of mitochondria and hydrogenosomes

was simply a facultatively anaerobic a-proteobacterium, one

with a heterotrophic physiology perhaps similar to modern

day Rhodobacter or countless other photosynthetic and

nonphotosynthetic representatives of the group (60, 70). There

is nothing unusual about being facultatively anaerobic, E. coli

is a facultative anaerobe and produces hydrogen under

anaerobic conditions (55) (albeit via a different pathway than

hydrogenosomes use). Accordingly, hydrogenosomes would

have preserved their ancient anaerobic biochemistry and

would have secondarily lost the ability to respire in many

lineages. Conversely, typical mitochondria would have pre-

served their ancient aerobic biochemistry (respiration) and at

*0.6 Ga with the advent of fully aerobic environments would

have secondarily lost fermentative pathways in many lineages.

By similar reasoning, eukaryotes with primary plastids have

been producing their own oxygen locally for over a billion

years, and many such lineages may therefore have lost much of

their (ancestrally existing) anaerobic energy metabolism early

on. Based upon the newer geochemical evidence (29 – 31), the

conclusion seems inescapable that eukaryotes arose and spent

the brunt of their evolutionary youth in an anoxic world.

Hence the still widely held view that hydrogenosomes are

merely biochemically modified mitochondria, having secon-

darily tacked on anaerobic enzymes to an implicitly (67) or

explicitly (104) strictly aerobic ancestral state is inconsistent

with the newer geochemical data and seems very difficult to

uphold.

Second, the geochemical evidence for largely anoxic oceans

before *0.6 Ga very strongly suggests that up until that time,

the anaerobic biochemistry in hydrogenosomes must have

been much more widespread among eukaryotes than it is

today. This would significantly help to explain why the H2-

producing fermentations in hydrogenosomes of such distantly

related groups as the cytridiomycete fungi, the ciliates, and the

trichomonads are so similar in overall design (59) and are

performed with enzymes that were present in the common

ancestor of those lineages (10, 71). It also significantly helps to

explain the widespread distribution of anaerobic mitochon-

dria, even among metazoan lineages (57). Despite the fact that

hydrogenosomes have been known for 30 years, classical

endosymbiotic theory has never been able to accomodate them

(39), mainly because it is designed to account for aerobic

mitochondria only (104). Under the view that mitochondria

had aerobic origins, the biochemical unity of hydrogenosomes

from different eukaryotic lineages (59) would be altogether

inexplicable—under the view that mitochondria had anaerobic

origins, hydrogenosomes are the key to the eukaryotic

biochemical past.

Third, during the entire period from the time of their

origins up until 0.6 Ga, eukaryotes had to deal with very high

levels of sulfide, which is a potent toxin. Many contemporary
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marine invertebrates (metazoans) still have to deal with very

high sulfide concentrations, particularly those that live in

coastal sediments. Such organisms use a mitochondrial

enzyme, sulfide:quinone oxidoreductase to oxidize sulfide to

the less toxic product thiosulfate, whereby the electrons from

sulfide oxidation are fed into the electron transport chain to

generate chemiosmotic potential for mitochondrial ATP

synthesis (105, 106), just as it occurs in many sulfide-utilizing

eubacteria today (107, 108). That biochemical trace of our

sulfidic past is even preserved up into the vertebrate lineage,

because chicken mitochondria can also oxidize sulfide to drive

ATP synthesis (109). The gene for mitochondrial sulfide:qui-

none oxidoreductase has been identified in fungi (110) and

gene phylogenies indicate a single origin for the eukaryotic

enzyme, suggesting that this gene was indeed present in the

respiratory chain of the ancestral mitochondrion (111).

All things considered, the ability of modern mitochondria

to deal with anoxia and sulfide are most easily understood as

biochemical relics from the anoxic and sulfidic beginnings of

the eukaryotic lineage.

A Diagram and its Intended Meaning

The main considerations of this paper are summarized as a

schematic diagram of cell lineage history with a rough time

scale in Fig. 1. Some specialists will object to several aspects of

the figure, so a few things need explaining.

We have depicted the host lineage of eukaryotes as

emerging from within the archaebacteria, rather than as a

sister to the archaebacteria as in many gene trees. This is

primarily founded in the consideration that eukaryotes have

no chemoautotrophic forms and therefore must be younger

than either archaebacteria or eubacteria (42, 47, 60) consistent

with evidence from the geological record outlined in earlier

sections. Conversely, archaebacteria must be older than

eukaryotes, and we can envision no rational evolutionary

reason why archaebacteria should have failed to diversify into

lineages during their roughly two billion years of existence

prior to the origin of eukaryotes—there certainly was an

ample environmental supply of the compounds that diverse

archaebacterial lineages need to survive (113) during that time.

In addition, some archaebacteria possess histones (114)

whereas others do not, which we would take as evidence

linking eukaryotes closer to some lineages of archaebacteria

than to others. Furthermore, gene trees that show archae-

bacteria and eukaryotes as sisters entail eubacterial outgroups

and ancient duplicated genes (115). Much ado has been made

about the long branch attraction artefact in phylogeny, which

causes the most different sequences to branch deeply in a tree,

regardless of whether they are the most ancient or not, and the

sisterhood of archaebacteria and the eukaryotic host lineage is

not immune to this phenomenon either (116).

We have also labelled a group as ‘ancestrally photosyn-

thetic others’, which is a category (not phylogenetic assem-

blage) intended to include Glaucocystophytes, currently

thought to be the earliest-branching lineage with primary

plastids. But this category might ultimately turn out to

encompass other groups, because it is still somewhat uncertain

whether some lineages of eukaryotes possessed a primary

plastid that they secondarily lost (117). However, secondary

loss of secondary plastids appears to be much more common

than secondary loss of primary plastids (89).

Regarding our speculations in this paper concerning the

possible basal position of fungi among eukaryotes (drawn

unresolved in the figure), it should be mentioned that evidence

from the distribution of indels in several genes suggested

animals and fungi to have a specific sister group relationship

(118). That grouping is now widely accepted and it would be

difficult to reconcile with a genuinely basal position of fungi

unless one allows for a couple of gene duplications and

differential loss. But it also should be mentioned that indels

themselves can result from parallel evolution in independent

lineages (119). In other words, indels provide readily visible

evidence for phylogeny, but evidence from indels is sometimes

inconsistent (contains conflicting signals) and indels are by no

means infallible as phylogenetic markers (119). The notion

that fungi might be the most primitive and earliest-branching

eukaryotes—as Cavalier-Smith once argued, albeit at a time

when the symbiotic origins of mitochondria was not accepted

by all (120)—is attractive from a physiological standpoint and

in the context of models for the origin of mitochondria that

invoke an archaebacterial host (42, 60).

The view that osmotrophy had to precede phagotrophy in

eukaryotic evolution is compelling because without importers,

food vacuoles are useless. That all fungi are osmotrophs and

that none are phagotrophs could mean that their common

ancestor was either primitively or secondarily non-phago-

trophic. This leads to the subtle question of how eukaryotes

became osmotrophs in the first place. Osmotrophy requires

substrate importers at the plasma membrane and cytosolic

carbon metabolism suited to the heterotrophic lifestyle (ATP

synthesis through the oxidation of reduced organic com-

pounds). In yeast, heterotrophy entails eubacterial importers

in the plasma membrane, eubacterial carbon metabolism in

the cytosol, and a eubacterial organelle (121, 122). This

observation at its level of resolution is generally compatible

with the predictions that stem directly from three current

models for the origin of eukaryotes: (i) The host that acquired

the mitochondrion was a member of the actinobacteria (a

group of Gram positive eubacteria that includes actinomy-

cetes) that had become a phagotrophic eukaryote (38). (ii)

Eukaryotes arose through symbiosis in which a methanogen

became the nucleus in a d-proteobacterial host (36). (iii) The
host that acquired the mitochondrion was an autotrophic

archaebacterium that acquired through endosymbiotic gene

transfer the prexisting heterotrophic lifestyle of its a-proteo-
bacterial symbiont (60). Notwithstanding LGT (1), discrimi-

nating genome analyses are needed to see if eukaryotic genes,

particularly those involved in osmotrophy, share more
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Figure 1. A graphic summary of important events in the history of unicellular life and some justifiable guesswork as to their

approximate times. Oxygen levels in the atmosphere and deep ocean water are summarized from (31). Oxygen levels in marine

sediment are summarized from (55) and (56). Sketches for autotrophic beginnings and origins of cells are redrawn from (41). The

basic shape of the tree is redrawn from (112) with the rooting as indicated in (75). Times of key events are mentioned in the text.

Little blue dots in the plasma membrane of cells in the right panel symbolize eubacterial importers.
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similarity with their homologues distributed among actino-

bacteria (38), d-proteobacteria (36), or a-proteobacteria (60).

CONCLUSION

Lateral gene transfer has dashed the hopes of quick success

at fully uncovering life’s history with genomes. But it has

opened up new ways of looking into the past with the

binoculars of sequence comparisons (1 – 7). Geologists are

telling us that the Earth’s oceans were largely anoxic and

highly sulfidic for much longer that was previously thought

(28 – 31). Phylogeneticists are telling us that the classical

rRNA tree has eukaryotic evolution completely upside-down

(75 – 78). From the standpoint of physiology, fungi look

promising as genuine early-branchers. A better understanding

of our unicellular ancestors and the environments in which

they lived 1.5 billion years ago can help us make sense of the

genomes that we sequence today.
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